
#TheBestFriends 
 
Susan(20) and Miranda (21) - Instagram bloggers, best friends, students of a college. Girls are 
glamorous, beautiful, purposeful, desirous of money and fame. Both of them have a blog about the 
stuff they buy-self-care-cosmetics-shopping, that is why there is a competitive spirit. They have the 
similar appearance (hair color, height, constitution), they almost dress the same way (in the same 
style). Girls’ mobile phones are always in a frame, with fashionable decorations.  
 
Harry(22) and Nick(23) - common guys. 
 

1. Day. Miranda’s house, her room. There is a poster with Kim Kardashian with a lot of stickers 
in a shape of a heart in plain view.  
The first frame - Susan and Miranda’s faces on their smartphones. They are testing Korean 
cosmetic masks with animal prints. Both of them are broadcasting live video on Instagram 
about their impressions of those masks at the same time, each of them with her own 
smartphone.  
 

      2.   The same location. 
      After broadcasting live video on Instagram girls are sharing numbers of likes to each other in 
order to find out who has more (two mobile phones side by side in hand). Miranda’s broadcasting was 
more successful.  
 
      3.   The same location. 
      Girls are getting ready for going to a bar - dressing up, making up their faces, trying on clothes. 
Susan feels blue, Miranda is happy. 
 
     4.    Evening. Street. Entrance to the bar. 
     Susan and Miranda are taking a selfie in front of the entrance to the bar (in order to let everyone 
see the sign), they are about to enter. Girls are dressed glamorous and provocative.  
 
     5.   Evening. At the bar. 
     Susan and Miranda are drinking cocktails (the glasses are almost empty) near the bar counter, 
Harry and Nick come up to them. 
Harry (to Miranda) Girls, could we treat you with something? 
Nick (to the barman, gesture) Repeat, please! 
 
     6.   The same location. 
     Nick leads Miranda to dance. Harry is whispering something to Susan. 
 
     7.   The same location. 
     Susan is dancing with Harry, Miranda with Nick. 
 
     8.   The same location. 
     Miranda is posting her photo with Nick (Girl’s phone with her fingers in the frame) 
 
     9.   The same location. 



     Susan’s selfie with Harry 
 
     10.    The same location, at the bar counter Susan is using her mobile phone to make illumination, 
Miranda is taking a selfie of all - long shot from the side. 
 
     11.    Evening. Park. 
     Selfie of the whole group of friends, similar to the previous frame but exactly selfie, not the long 
shot from the side. Background - park. 
 
     12.    Friends are walking in the park. 
 
     13.    The same location. Nick and Harry hug each other shoulder in front of big sign “Friends 
forever”. 
 
     14.    The same location. Miranda and Susan hug each other tightly(they kiss). They have the same 
sign behind.  
 
     15.    The same location. Couples tell goodbye to one another and go in different directions. 
 
     16.    Miranda’s room. Miranda and Nick are having sex, Miranda cuddles Nick.  
 
     17.    Harry’s room. Susan is posing in underwear on the bed, Harry is taking a photo of her using 
her mobile phone.  
 
     18.    The same location. Harry is taking off his clothes (he pulls off his T-shirt or shirt), standing 
with his back to the camera, Susan is lying dressed in underwear, staring at him. 
 
     19.    Morning. College. Classroom. 
     Sleepy Susan and Miranda are present on the classes, whispering, watching something on their 
mobile phones. 
 
     20.    The same location. Susan’s mobile phone, she is showing Miranda photos that Harry took. 
(she is showing off, trying to hurt Miranda for the frame2) 
 
     21.    The same location. Miranda’s mobile phone, there is the photo from Instagram where they 
are kissing in front of the sign “Friends forever”, it has the peak number of likes, girls faces have an 
expression - WOW! 
 
     22.     The same location. Miranda’s mobile phone, there is a video chat with Nick, they are in the 
Shopping Center with Harry. 
 
     23.     The Shopping Center. 
     Harry and Nick are having the video chat with Miranda, Nick is showing the flyer - the invitation 
to the party. 
 
     24.     College. Classroom. 



     Miranda is looking at Susan cunningly,  
- I have an Idea! 

 
     25.      Day. Shopping Center. 
     Miranda is pulling Susan, who so far does not know what is her friend up to. 
     Stores like Bershka, Pull and Bear 
 
     26.      The same location.  
     Miranda takes out two T-shirts with the sign #TheBestFriends. Shows them to Susan. Susan is 
delighted.  
 
     27.      The same location. 
     Fitting room 
     Girls are going to the fitting room, they are trying on T-shirts in the same fitting room.  
     One can wear a bra or without it, or cover bust with a T-shirt, the other girl is standing in a 
T-shirt. 
     Girls are taking a selfie in T-shirts. 
 
     28.      The same location.  
     Girls with packages for T-shirts are walking in the shopping center and broadcasting live video. 
 
     29.       The same location. 
     Girls are passing by expensive boutique with huge numbers on it. 
     «-75%», «-50%», «-25%», and letters «FINAL SALE». They clap eyes on it, Miranda is delighted, 
suggests enter it. 
 
     30.       Expensive boutique. 
     Girls are walking around the boutique, looking at clothes. Both are delighted. 
 
     31.       The same location.  
     Both of girls have noticed a gorgeous pink dress with tinsels on a manikin, there is a price-tag 
hanging over there «Last Size -75%». Girls are stunned because of the magnificence of the dress and 
its price. 
 
     32.       The fitting room of the expensive boutique. 
     Girls are at the same fitting room, Susan is trying on the pink dress in front of the mirror, Miranda 
is delighted, is taking a photo of Susan. 
 
     33.       The same location. Miranda is trying on the pink dress, Susan is delighted, is taking a photo 
of Miranda. (The dress fits both of girls perfect)  
 
     34.        The same location. Miranda gives the dress to Susan, smiling to her. 
 
     35.        The same location. Susan gives the dress to Miranda, smiling to her. 
 
     36.        The same location. Susan and Miranda are holding the dress, no one is smiling anymore. 



  
     37.        Girls start fighting, the dress is being pulled between them. 
 
     38.          The same location. 
      The fight is at the peak. Girls are staring at each other with angry expressions on their faces. 
 
     39.          The same location. 
     Miranda and Susan pull each other hair, both still holding the dress. there is a worker of the 
boutique in the background, peeking in the fitting room. 
 
     40.          Evening. Street. Bar. 
     Susan and Miranda are both upset, with faces all crumpled (scratches and bruises) wearing pink 
T-shirts with signs #TheBestFriends are sitting in a bar, they are holding cocktails (different). 
 
     41.         The same location. 
     Harry and Nick enter the bar, look at girls, girls look at guys. 
 
     42.         The same location. 
     Miranda and Susan turn around and look at each other. 
 
     43.         The same location. 
     Girls hug and kiss. 
 
     44.         The same location.  
     Harry and Nick are taking photos of them, making a video. 
  
 


